We consider the Markov random evolutions and their approximations. These evolutions are considered in Poisson approximation and Levy approximation scheme. The main object of study is the exponential generator of random processes with independent increments. Generators of random evolutions are normalized by parameters, which are nonlinear functions.
Introduction
The problem of large deviations was originated as a method of solving statistical problems associated with the estimation of the probability of rare events. The first work in this direction was the article by Cramer [1] , but ultimately the method was developed in the article by Chernoff [2] . Publications [6] , [7] are also related to this problem. A method of solving the problem of large deviations for random evolution with a small parameter is described in the article by Koroliuk [4] , [5] . The purpose of solving the problem of large deviations is finding of action functional The scheme of Poisson approximation of random Markov evolutions with independent increments was investigated in papers by Koroliuk [4] and Feng [3] . They investigate the problem with the linear normalizing factor. The purpose of this work is to find nonlinear functions that normalize the generator of random evolution with independent increments.
Poisson Approximation
We consider Markov processes with locally independent increments. Roughly speaking, these processes are with drift and without diffusion part. They are defined by the generator Г as follows (
, ), D  with locally independent increments which are defined by the generator 
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These processes are defined by the generator
,
 is a twice differentiable function in R, which tends to 0 at infinity and with sup-norm, 
The kernel
This kernel has the following representation: 
is determined by the exponential generator
.
For proving this theorem, we need first to prove the next lemma. 
The generator of Markov process with independent increments has the following form
So, for the exponential generator we have the next representation:
The exponential generator can be rewrite in the form 
From the Taylor's formula for functions () u  and conditions (P2) we have the following relation: 
Lemma 1 is proved. Now, we can proof theorem 1.
Proof: the limiting transition in exponential generator for random evolution we can make with function
Thus, we have
Now, we need to calculate the asymptotic behavior of this exponential generator. 
Lemma 2. The asymptotic representation of the generator
Lemma is proved. Then, we need to use solution of the singular perturbation problem for Q:
So, from this we have
Theorem is proved.
Lévy Approximation
We turn to the Levy approximation. We now consider another normalization for random Markov evolutions in the problem of large deviations The conditions of the Levy approximation are the following: (L1) Approximation of the mean values:
gf   and
(L2) The Levy approximation condition for the intensity kernel
The kernel 
Consider the generator
Rewrite the generator 
. 
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Thus, the last item in the previous relation is neglected. Lemma is proved. Finally, we obtain the following result 
